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BEARTOWN | CHESHIRE

DALESIDE | YORKSHIRE

BEST BITTER 3.7%

BITTER 3.7%

Toffee and light hopped British
amber session bitter.

A classic English Ale, copper coloured
with a refreshing crisp malt finish.

£69.00 | SESSION BITTER
KENT | KENT
PALE 3.7%
A light and hoppy session beer with
hints of citrus and elderflower.

£76.00 | PALE ALE

£69.00 | BITTER
DALESIDE | YORKSHIRE
BLONDE 3.9%
A classic crisp golden ale. Beers of
distinction. A full flavoured, golden ale
with a hoppy aroma and a crisp finish.

£71.00 | BLONDE ALE

OAKHAM | PETERBOROUGH

BEARTOWN | CHESHIRE

OPA 4.0%

KODIAK 4.0%

Light gold in colour, OPA offers big bold
fruity hop notes that are balanced
perfectly with refreshing dry finish.

Well balanced pale session beer
with a citrus bite and dry finish.

£74.99 | PALE ALE

£74.00 | SESSION PALE

DALESIDE | YORKSHIRE
OLD LEGOVER 4.1%

KENT | KENT
KGB 4.1%

This quaffable brown ale offers
a distinctive nutty malt taste with
a lingering whole leaf hop finish

A full-on dose of Golding and Fuggles
hops, with a rich variety of local malts,
to highlight Kent’s heritage.

£75.00 | BROWN ALE

£77.00 | BITTER

OAKHAM | PETERBOROUGH

BEARTOWN | CHESHIRE

JHB 4.2%

PEACH MELBEAR 4.4%

Hops and fruit on the palate are balanced
by malt and a bitter base. Dry hoppy
finish with soft fruit flavours.

Has a sweet aroma of peaches and
elderflower, perfectly balanced by a hoppy
bitterness in both the flavour and finish.

£82.99 | BITTER

£82.00 | FRUITY PALE

KENT | KENT

THORNBRIDGE | DERBYSHIRE

PROHIBITION 4.8%

JAIPUR 5.9%

Highly hopped with some of the latest US hop
varieties, this citrusy pale ale is a celebration of
America's contribution to modern brewing.

Hoppiness builds in the mouth and bursts
with powerful citrus fruit flavours,
culminating in a remarkably smooth finish.

£86.00 | AMERICAN PALE

£99.99 | IPA

